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Please reference the following information as our required submission of the second quarterly 
report for 2021. Through engagement with our cluster members, we were able to continue 
assisting with the complex challenges created through the COVID-19 pandemic, aid in the 
creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple cluster members, and other 
accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. As you review the included information, 
please reach out with any questions or requests for additional clarification. 

Activities & Events 
While working on the execution of the contract, our team continued strategic program actions to 
pursue our path forward. As reported previously, our team pivoted our on-site meetings and 
event delivery method and hosted webinars along with in-person events to continue engaging our 
cluster members during past quarters. We are happy to report that during the second quarter we 
resumed on-site visits, while still working virtual engagements. We also continue our efforts in 
improving our processes and procedures. More information on a few examples follows below. 

CONNEX Business-to-Business (B2B) and Government Contracting 
Matchmaking (G2B) 

Our efforts with both B2B and G2B continue to prove to be highly valuable for our cluster. As 
we previously reported on the detail of the ongoing events, we will keep our reporting for this 
period shorter and more focused on the metrics resulting from these efforts. 

Key Statistics: 

• Total number of suppliers that responded - 72 
• Total qualified suppliers – 14 
• B2B companies doing events – 2 (Northrop Grumman & Create Room) 
• G2B companies doing events -1 (Hill Air Force Base) 
• Total number of interviews – 14 
• Total number of Partners Participating – 45 
• All participating companies are considered small businesses. 

Notes: 

• 72 suppliers that responded to RFIs, RFPs, RFQs. 
• 14 of those that responded, met the qualifications of the primes. 

Introduction 
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• 2 B2B companies participated in “connexion” events, and have more interviews 
scheduled. 

• 1 G2B company requested “connexion” events, and have interviews scheduled. 
• 14 companies that met the requirements of the prime’s, had interviews. 
• 45 Partners Participating (State Partners and Referral Partners). 

Our engagement with Hill Air force Base (HAFB) continues to grow and is a great benefit to our 
cluster. As HAFB leadership continues to present additional opportunities for our cluster, more 
members have the ability to build lasting relationships with the state's largest employer. The 
same holds true as more private companies use the B2B tool. These are incredible additions to 
our strategic tools for the cluster and we look forward to continued growth in their application. 

Revamping the Onboarding Process 

UAMMI developed a revised Cluster Member Onboarding Program that highlights the services 
brands can engage with through their membership with UAMMI. As our cluster support partners 
continue to grow, the opportunities available to our small business cluster members grow as well. 
As we see these partnership and growth opportunities increase, we realized we needed to take a 
look at how we onboard our cluster members and enhance the process. 

This program shows early success with brands adding the UAMMI logo to sites, dedicated social 
posts sharing status, and increased communication and service requests. Perhaps the greatest 
success of this program is the increased activity of our new cluster members. As our cluster 
members see the many opportunities available through the RIC program, their ongoing 
engagement in the cluster enhances. 

This initiative also increases UAMMI’s brand recognition within the industry, broader 
communities and, in turn, the RIC program’s visibility. UAMMI is excited to grow our brands 
presence and strategy further solidifying the impact of the RIC program and our role as a leader 
in the advanced materials and manufacturing communities in Utah. 

UAMMI Offers Group Employee Benefit Plan 

As reported last quarter, UAMMI teamed up with Moreton Insurance to offer small Utah 
manufacturing companies competitive employee benefit packages through a group program. Any 
Utah business with less than 500 employees associated with UAMMI’s cluster member program 
(e.g., works within the advanced material and manufacturing industry) is eligible.  

The first UAMMI cluster member to enroll in the program saved more than $200,000 in 
premium costs, which is a 34% reduction for the company, and improved individual coverage by 
using this program. This new cluster member benefit program continues to prove as highly 
valuable to our cluster, especially considering every dollar of cost savings goes directly to the 
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bottom line. We now have 19 cluster members in the pipeline, with 2 companies requesting 
quotes, 8 in active discussions and 9 in the introductory phase. 

UAMMI Cluster Member Ongoing Success  

Conductive Composites success with their cases fabricated from composites continues to shine. 
This product was developed while working with UAMMI team members. Our team was an 
important part of establishing design, production, and business strategies. 

During the life of this product, our team continues to play an important role with Conductive 
Composites through ongoing cluster support. During the second quarter, leadership from 
Conductive Composits reported the exciting news that this product resulted in $2.98 million in 
sales to date and the addition of 13 new jobs. 

UAMMI Cluster Member Secures Navy Contract  

KIHOMAC won an important $500,000 body armor contract 
with the Navy. This contract is primarily a R&D contract to 
develop a new, ultra-lightweight ESAPI (Enhanced Small Arms 
Protective Insert) armor plate. There is potential for follow-on 
production work once they qualify design. They hope to be the 
first company to produce a lightweight ESAPI that has some 
unique properties that we will soon be able to discuss openly. KIHOMAC launched the Armor 
Systems Group a few years ago so this first DoD contract is very important for them.  

They were also awarded a smaller $26,000 contract this week from ATCS, LLC for folding 
ballistic shields. They were introduced to ATCS by UAMMI and they have worked closely with 
them over the past year or so to create a shield design ready for high volume production. With 
ATCS’s partner, AEGIX Global, they hope to increase sales to 1000 shields per month, which 
would be significant for KIHOMAC and require hiring several additional employees.  

UAMMI Recognizes the Women Leading Utah’s Advanced Manufacturing 
Industry 

UAMMI is pleased to recognize the women at the forefront of Utah’s advanced materials and 
advanced manufacturing. Each is contributing to the vitality of this important industry and 
providing role models for other women and girls to enter Utah’s advanced manufacturing. 

Figure 1: KIHOMAC Logo 
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Figure 2: UAMMI article cover image “Women at the Forefront”. 

https://www.uammi.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Recognizing-Women-In-Utah-
Manufacturing-UAMMI-2021.pdf 

UAMMI’s Partner Organization, Hexcel will Build New Center of Excellence 
for Advanced Composites Innovation in Utah 

Hexcel Corporation will build a flagship Center of 
Excellence for Research & Technology (R&T) to support 
next-generation developments in advanced composites 
technologies in Utah, adding up to 150 new high-paying 
jobs in the next 12 years. 

Hexcel is a global advanced composites technology leader, manufacturing carbon fiber, woven 
reinforcements, resins, prepregs, honeycomb, and additive manufactured parts for customers in 
commercial aerospace, space and defense, and industrial markets. This new R&T center will be 
the company’s largest center for innovation and product development in North America and a 
showcase for the company’s advanced composites technology, providing space for future growth 
and expansion in the years ahead. The company’s existing operations in West Valley City 
include its largest high-performance carbon fiber manufacturing facility in the world. The site 
also is home to the company’s U.S. aerospace matrix operations. About 600 people currently 
work at the site. 

https://www.hexcel.com/News/News-Releases/3333/hexcel-to-build-new-center-of-excellence-
for-advanced-composites-innovation-in-ut 

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts 
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as set up and designed 
program startup. We listed Information on those tools below  

RAMP 

RAMP is a product/startup accelerator fully dedicated to innovators utilizing carbon fiber, 
advanced composites, or 3D printing as key components in their product innovations. It is open 

Figure 3: HEXCEL Logo 

https://www.uammi.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Recognizing-Women-In-Utah-Manufacturing-UAMMI-2021.pdf
https://www.uammi.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Recognizing-Women-In-Utah-Manufacturing-UAMMI-2021.pdf
https://www.hexcel.com/News/News-Releases/3333/hexcel-to-build-new-center-of-excellence-for-advanced-composites-innovation-in-ut
https://www.hexcel.com/News/News-Releases/3333/hexcel-to-build-new-center-of-excellence-for-advanced-composites-innovation-in-ut
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to innovators at different growth stages and across a wide range of market sectors such as 
outdoor sports and recreation, medical devices, building construction, aerospace, commercial 
drones, and more. 

RAMP delivers a 10-week startup accelerator program helping entrepreneurs and small 
businesses launch their innovations and scale their companies. Following the 10-week program, 
RAMP members have access to ongoing support through our mentors. 

RAMP’s focus is on innovations and products that use advanced materials in their design, and 
which utilize advanced manufacturing processes, such as 3D printing. RAMP is open to a wide 
range of innovators and entrepreneurs in such market sectors as outdoor recreation, medical 
devices, commercial aerospace, consumer products, and defense manufacturing. RAMP 
welcomes entrepreneurs and innovators from across the state of Utah with particular outreach to 
those located in the rural areas of the state. 

Successful Capital Raise for RAMP 2020 Fall Cohort Members 

RAMP mentors continued providing direct fund-raising assistance to selected teams from the 
RAMP 2020 cohort. These teams included Escapod, SpringEase Brace and ROAM. 

RAMP mentors supported the efforts to finalize an SBA loan to Escapod from Mountain West 
Small Business Finance. This resulted in Escapod obtaining a $250,000 loan to fund expansion 
of their manufacturing plant and provide critical production equipment. 

RAMP mentors also assisted SpringEase Brace pitch their business to regional angel investors. 
Assistance included preparation of the pitch deck, presentation review and improvements, and 
funding strategies for the business. As a result, SpringEase Brace received soft commitments 
from angel investors to provide critical seed capital for the business. 

RAMP mentors assisted ROAM successfully pitch their business to a major corporate 
manufacturer. Mentors assisted structure a strategic partnership between the companies to enable 
ROAM to off load the manufacturing and marketing of the final product to the partner and 
provide ROAM with the resources needed to lead the final design, testing continued 
improvement of the product. 

RAMP 2021 Alumni Mentoring Initiative 

We initiated a RAMP Alumni Mentoring program in order to provide on-going assistance and 
mentoring to members of the 2020 Fall RAMP cohort. 

Three businesses from the RAMP Fall 2020 cohort were selected to participate in the RAMP 
Alumni initiative: Escapod, SpringEase Brace, and ROAM Industry. The selection was based on 
the team’s immediate prospects for success and the contributing value of the RAMP mentoring. 
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This program consisted of 12 weeks of mentoring with the six RAMP Master Mentors. sessions 
consisted of approximately two-hour private sessions held with the six Master Mentors and the 
individual companies participating in the Alumni training. Four sessions were conducted in 
March and included in the first quarter report. The remaining eight sessions were conducted in 
April and May. Our final session was held on May 27, completing our inaugural 12-week 
Alumni mentoring initiative. 

150 hours of direct and customized advice and counsel was provided by the mentors to each of 
the three teams in private work sessions. Mentors provided in depth insight and advice on critical 
issues confronting each business. additionally, the mentors provided final product design and 
directly producing the protype for the ROAM product. 

Based on comments and review by the Alumni teams, we all felt the program was extremely 
valuable and a critical continuation of the full RAMP cohort. Both mentors and innovators 
recommended that the Alumni initiative be continued going forward as a part of the RAMP 
service offering. 

Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- Escapod 

• Escapod- a manufacturer of a unique high-end tear drop recreational trailer- has back 
orders for their version #1 product extending over a 12 month wait time. 

• Finalized the SBA loan for $250,000 to help fund the expansion and build out of their 
10,000 sq ft. manufacturing plant which is essential to meeting customer demand. The 
loan was also fundamental in allowing the company to continue to operate in Coalville, a 
rural area of the state. 

• The RAMP mentors provided advice and assistance on how to accelerate the 
manufacturing process. Following the advice of the RAMP mentors, Escapod compressed 
the build time for their recreational trailer to completing one per day. This represents a 
40% increase in efficiency and significantly benefits the company's cash flow. 

• Mentors provided deep dive review of the business financials and refined the company’s 
strategy to resolve cash flow issues and reduce operational costs. 

• Escapod plans on releasing version #2 of their trailer which will be totally disruptive to 
the market. The RAMP mentors have provided critical advice on how to time the release 
of that product to have the least impact on the current flow of orders for version #1. 
Critical decisions were made operating two production lines in ways that would allow 
continued efficiencies of scale. 
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• Escapod successfully launched their version #2 product at a recent trade show and 
received a significant number of pre-orders for the product. RAMP mentors advised and 
assisted on the roll out marketing plan for the new product.  

 

Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- ROAM 

• ROAM is developing a new mountain bike product to enable packing overnight bags on 
the bike for bike back packing enthusiasts. 

• Extensive review and refinement of the prototype design was provided by the RAMP 
mentors. Mentors finalized CAD design of the prototype and created 3D printed thermo 
molds used in producing the prototype. This significantly reduced mold costs. 

• Utilizing the equipment and expertise of key mentors, the mentors produced for ROAM 
several prototypes for field testing. 

Figure 4: Escapod Outdoor Expo 
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• ROAM conducted extensive testing of the prototypes in the field and identified needed 
areas for re-design. 

• Mentors provided extensive advice on structuring a strategic partnership with a major 
corporate manufacturer. Mentors helped ROAM determine their core business, refined 
their business model, and prepared them to negotiate with the corporate partner. 

• ROAM is scheduled to move forward with production and release the product this fall for 
sales and distribution in early 2022. 

 

Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- Spring Ease Brace 

• Spring Ease Brace is a leg brace that off loads the body weight from the foot when 
injured enabling the patient to heal faster. 

• Created, with the help of the RAMP mentors, a testing plan to obtain live case data on the 
effectiveness of the Spring Ease Brace. 

• Arranged for prototype testing from selected podiatrists and their patients. 
• Over a 6-week period conducted the patient testing including detailed measurements on 

the amount of a patient’s weight off loaded by the brace. 
• The results of the testing are very encouraging, which has drawn the interest of private 

angel investors. 
• The RAMP Alumni mentors have made 

connection s for Spring Ease with off 
shore manufacturing representatives 
that will be needed for scaled 
production.   

• The RAMP Alumni team has also 
assisted in revising the investor pitch 
and providing specific advice on 
negotiating with angel investors. 

• The company as obtained soft 
commitments for funding from 
potential angel investors. 

Figure 6: Spring-Ease Foot Brace 

Figure 5: Roam Utah logo 
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CONNEX - Utah  

CONNEX was launched by UAMMI in 2019 and is further populated continuously. This custom 
database tracks the complex Utah adavnace materials supply chain and identifies specific gaps 
and areas of opportunity for new business within the cluster. CONNEX serves as a virtual 
collaboration center where business needs are matched with new Utah business partners, 
regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply 
chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more 
significant considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster. 

CONNEX Cluster Member Outreach  

During the second quarter, UAMMI added 26 new organizations to the CONNEX platform. 112 
new users were brought onto the CONNEX platform during the second quarter. This is a great 
indicator of organizations expanding their use of the platform. As CONNEX continues to evolve 
and group in its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as well. This is an incredible tool 
for our cluster members and key in their networking and supply chain engagement. 

CONNEX Upgrades  

• CONNEX Release - May 3, 2021  
o Updating Search Result Logic - updated Elasticsearch logic so that relevance 

ranking more accurately reflects the original intent to have profiles that have more 
term matches tend to rank higher 

o Minor bug fixes  

CONNEX Enhancements  

The UAMMI team also continued the advancement of CONNEX in support of workforce 
initiatives. Our goal is to utilize the CONNEX platform to help identify workforce initiatives that 
strengthen and bolster the defense manufacturing ecosystem in Utah. We focused on ways in 
which CONNEX can help solve the biggest workforce challenges: the need for talent 
and connecting industry and education. Both entities need to be proactive, and the workshop 

Figure 7: CONNEX logo 
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came up with ideas to make that happen. The team identified ten ways the industry can share 
with education and eight ways education can share with the industry. 

The following summarizes those ideas 

The industry needs to make the following available to education:  internship 
availabilities, training videos, plant tours, apprenticeship opportunitues, promotional 
materials, capstone, IP licensing between entities, exchange center, pathways, joint project 
developments, available projects, and additional requirements needed by employees. 

Note: These materials need to be available to other entities to capture those who have already 
finished school, along with displaced workers who are looking for new career paths. 

Education needs to make available to Industry 

A list of available graduates, a list of available interns, host plant tours, career path requirements 
and opportunities, instruction offerings, job profiles, educator training, and social promotions. 

There needs to be a centralized place that industry, education, and post-education can turn to find 
this information. CONNEX can be the central hub, providing the solution to bring them together 
for improved communication and more opportunities. 

The CONNEX tool is being updated to enhance usability for our states robust group of defense 
manufacturer with a special emphasis on veteran owned small businesses. 

The goal is to define efforts to increase the number of companies identified as advanced 
materials and or advanced manufacturers and work partner organizations to identify 
manufacturers who can deliver manufacturing needs particularly those smaller manufacturers. 

Seven items were identified as necessary for CONNEX to provide defense manufacturers with 
the information they need. 

1. Ability to classify industry sectors by stating definitions that clarify each. 
2. Include additive manufacturing/3D printing wherever machining is in CONNEX. 
3. Make additive manufacturing/3D printing its classification to capture their capability 

statements, equipment and processes, size, print area, and usage metric. 
4. Gather information from additive manufacturing machine vendors of their Utah 

companies who have purchased equipment, and who is buying their materials. Compile 
this information into CONNEX. 

5. Identify defense manufacturers who can deliver manufacturing needs, e.g., additive 
manufacturers, veteran-owned companies. 

6. Create search functions more specific to veteran-owned companies by identifying them 
as defense manufacturers, additive manufacturers/3D printing.  
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7. Create an app alert system that will notify buyers and manufacturers when new source 
companies are added in CONNEX, e.g., defense manufacturers and veteran-owned 
companies, and for compiling new information, keeping the database up to date. 

For the Department of Defense to find defense manufacturers, additive manufacturers/3D 
printing, and veteran-owned companies, new filters are added to capture the specifics that buyers 
are looking for. 

Our team worked to continue the advancement of CONNEX to facilitate the inclusion and 
identification of veteran-owned defense manufacturers within the tool. Additionally, our team 
worked to enhance the tool’s usability for those companies. Through our working 
group discussions, we identified 4 ways for veteran-owned companies to deepen their 
functionality and increase their exposure. 

The 4 ways for veteran-owned companies to deepen their functionality which will increase their 
exposure are: 

1. Make additive manufacturing/3D printing its classification to capture that capability so 
veteran-owned companies can pick that filter. 

2. As we create definitions for industry sectors, veteran-owned companies will be able to 
define what sectors they would classify themselves in. 

3. Create search functions more specific to veteran-owned manufacturers. 
4. Create an alert system that notifies defense buyers when a new veteran-owned company 

is added to CONNEX. 

 

Our team also continued the effort of advancing the CONNEX tool to facilitate increased 
collaboration. While our working group continued their efforts, they identified seven ways to 
strengthen communication between academia, education, and industry. 

Figure 8:Website update screenshot 
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Academia/Research Needs: 

Find academics or others for teaming/collaboration, find collaborators on grants, find industry 
partners for commercialization, pose challenges for research, find coordinating funding options, 
IP licensing, and find capabilities inventory. 

For industry, education, and academia to collaborate there is the need for an Exchange Center. 
Through a central portal, two sectors can come together for projects that would be impossible for 
just one. Partnerships can be made to qualify for grants, work on projects, even licensing and 
capabilities. The CONNEX team continues to work on implementation on this front. 

Outreach and Marketing 
UAMMI executed outreach and marketing efforts on multiple fronts in an effort to increase the 
visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience. These efforts included activities such as 
outreach, event planning, industry insight, distribution of newsletters, and email engagement.   

Q2 2021 was significant for UAMMI as the first quarter all UAMMI marketing was completed 
by the in-house team, a shift from previously using a third-party team. This change in execution 
strategy comes with updates to the overall communication strategy which will shift focus to 
achieve SBA-RIC contract goals of: increased economic opportunity for cluster members, 
workforce development opportunity awareness, and networking/event opportunities to improve 
the relationships and collaboration between cohort members. 

UAMMI participated in the following SBA-RIC outreach efforts during the quarter. 

Newsletters 
April Newsletter: 

The Macro Economic Outlook Report was 
distributed in an effort to educate SBA-RIC cohort 
members, policy leaders and teams, and the broader 
Utah community on the impact and trends of Utah’s 
manufacturing industry with special emphasis on 
select sub-industries including: 

• Petroleum and Energy  
• Medical Equipment & Pharmaceuticals  
• Aerospace and Defense  
• Automotive  
• Food Products  Figure 9: Macro Economic Report - Recreation Equipment 

Manufacturing Forecast Sales 
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• Metals  
• Recreational Equipment  

This research is funded through the CARES act and is designed to assist Utah’s manufacturing in 
understanding the underlying economic conditions behind the demand for products. COVID-19 
Market Demand Analysis and Forecast 2.0 provides and outlook and forecast for the product s 
produced by Utah’s manufactures.  

These efforts are vital to our mission as it sets the baseline from which members can gauge their 
economic success and improve business planning practices using the forecast data. This helps 
our brands operate more efficiently and improve overall business success as they can better 
understand the macro-issues facing the industry on a local and national scale.  

Conducted by Dr. Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, Utah Advanced Materials and 
Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) and Mr. David Beckerman, this study includes information 
critical to policy makers and community leaders. They use this information to inform policy 
decisions and program creation to that will influence the economic viability of Utah’s industry. 
UAMMI’s Deputy Director, Chanel Flores, contributed insights on aerospace and defense 
market sectors, while Dustin Cederholm, UAMMI Marketing Director, contributed to the 
discussion on outdoor recreation. Todd Bingham, CEO/President, Utah Manufactures 
Association provided valuable observations for the other manufacturing sectors. A full copy of 
the study is available upon request.  

May Newsletter:  

Focused on communicating major economic reports, research opportunities, and open 
government/B2B contracts that directly affect the business of our cohort. 

• Reshoring Benchmark Announcement - (see additional information in the Other Notable 
Email Communications section) 

o This communication and the broader reshoring report are highly valuable to our 
community. This communication increase dialogue for strategic reshoring 
conversations within organizations and identifies resources for executing a 
reshoring plan. 

• Announcement of the creation of UAMMI Institute (501(c)3 Org)  
o The creation of the UAMMI Institute brings additional capability to the UAMMI 

brand by improving our ability to secure contracts for research that cohort 
members will be directly involved in as well as securing strategic relationships 
with community partners and academic institutions  
 Multiple high-value contracts have been awarded to cohort members to 

execute research contracts received by the UAMMI Institute. These 
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contracts directly increase company revenues for the awardees and 
continue to push Utah’s expertise in the industry on the local, national, and 
international stages  

• New Cluster Member logo 
o The Cluster Member logo was established as part of the new Cluster Member 

Onboarding Program and serves to promote the SBA-RIC cohort to a larger 
audience through distribution by member brands. This effort will help grow 
UAMMI’s brand reputation and expand reach into new areas with special focus 
on placement within rural communities  

• Open STTR Contracts 
o UAMMI communicated open G2B and B2B STTR Contracts to increase 

awareness of available programs and move brands to action by participating in the 
bidding process  

o Due to this communication and direct communication efforts UAMMI has 
successfully helped three companies bid and two companies receive awards for 
these contracts  

June Newsletter:  

UAMMI Releases Reshoring Benchmark Analysis Report – (see previous 
mention in May Newsletter)  

• DOE Awards CORE-CM Contract to Utah Partners  
o The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) awarded $19 

million for 13 projects in traditionally fossil fuel- producing 
communities across the country to support production of 
rare earth elements and critical minerals vital to the 
manufacturing of batteries, magnets, and other components 
important to the clean energy economy. The University of 
Utah led a successful bid for Utah to receive this grant and 
has selected UAMMI as a partner organization.  

• Utah’s largest coal plant converting to hydrogen power  
• STTR Contracts – Deadline Pending Announcement – (see 

previous mention in May Newsletter)  

Email Circulation 

In an effort to streamline the overall email communication calendar and 
focus the narrative on engaging, action-oriented articles, the UAMMI 

Figure 10:June Newsletter 
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email cadence will be updated to twice monthly delivery: the monthly newsletter and mid-month 
supplemental email. 

All corporate communication emails are sent to the full list of UAMMI cohort contacts of 1400+ 
contacts. 

Mid-Month Email Blasts  

April Mid-Month Email 

This email focused on events and activities that improve networking and business collaboration 
between cohort members and the broader industry and supporters. Communication topics 
included:  

• 2021 Impacted Small Business Catalyst Grant  
o UAMMI used our email communication to promote available CARES funding to 

our cohort members. This action directly assist our community partners by 
expanding the reach and usage of available programs AND cohort members by 
offering tangible economic development opportunities that improve business 
operations and economic outlook.  

o This email triggered multiple application submissions and awards. More than 
$20,000 was awarded to cohort members from these efforts. Additional dollar 
figures will be reported after the annual survey but is expected to grow on behalf 
of UAMMI’s efforts  

• SheTech Virtual Summit for WTC Community – April 21, 2021 (see Events section for 
more information)  

• Virtual Trade Mission to Mexico Hosted by World Trade Center Utah (see Events section 
for more information)  

• Aero Business Connect: MRO China hosted by U.S. Commercial Service (see Events 
section for more information)  

• Utah SAMPE Webinar: The Secret to Game Changing Products & Technologies 
Sequential DOE's w/ Rai Chowdhary (see Events section for more information) 

May Mid-Month Email 

• Diversity Certification Podcast.  
o Promotion of the Small Business Administration’s overview of SBA programs, 

including the 8A designation. UAMMI promoted our executive director Tulinda 
Larsen’s role on the podcast which is vital to cohort members ability to gain 
MWBE certification status and in turn gain the ability to receive additional 
funding and contracts where MWBE is required or preferred  

• SAMPE NEXUS 2021.  
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o UAMMI team members sit on the local Utah-SAMPE board and utilized our 
communication reach to offer members and opportunity to learn about national 
industry trends, network with service providers and other manufacturers to 
increase revenue and operational capacity, and promote a vital community 
resources our members can utilize to solve immediate needs  

• COMPOSITESWORLD'S CARBON FIBER 2021 & UAMMI CROSSTALK.  
o CompositesWorld’s Carbon Fiber 2021 provides an objective, comprehensive 

digital forum to discuss new developments for carbon fibers in emerging 
industrial markets, such as wind energy, marine, and construction, as well as in 
traditional markets, such as aerospace and sporting goods. UAMMI’s promotion 
of this and the UAMMI-hosted CROSSTALK provides a forum for industry 
members to seek answers, training, and expert users. 

• Hexcel To Build New Center of Excellence for Advanced Composites Innovation in 
Utah.  

o Promotion of the new Hexel Corporation’s flagship Center of Excellence for 
Research & Technology (R&T) to support next-generation developments in 
advanced composites technologies in Utah, adding up to 150 new high-paying 
jobs in the next 12 years  

• UAMMI Goes to Northern Utah...Again!  
o UAMMI took a 2nd trip to N. Utah to learn more about the area, the local brands, 

and how UAMMI programs can help. Promotion of this piece gives coverage to 
SBA-RIC members to our broader communication list and helps define skills and 
services provided.  

June Mid-Month Email 

This email focused on new team member acquisition including two new interns who will focus 
on research projects that will become executive reports for the industry to use as well as new 
programs and events that benefit our cohort. 

• UAMMI Group Insurance Program  
o See Other Marketing Efforts for more information and report on $200,000 saving 

to cohort members  
• White House Executive Orders & Legislative Briefing Aimed at Advancing American 

Manufacturing  
o UAMMI kicked off the briefing by The American Manufacturing Communities 

Collaborative (AMCC), the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation 
(ITIF) and the Brookings Institution will be holding briefing on recent White 
House executive orders and legislation aimed at advancing American 
manufacturing.  
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• UAMMI Representing Utah's Manufacturing in Washington, D.C.  
o UAMMI executive director Dr. Tulinda Larsen and deputy director Chanel Flores 

visited with Utah's Congressional delegation to share the work being done by 
UAMMI and our Utah-MEP partners to build the nation's strongest manufacturing 
community. 

Other Notable Email Communications  

Macro-Economic Report - Media Email  

This targeted email was sent to local and national media contacts in an effort to distribute the key 
facts and figures of the report. UAMMI teamed up with UTAH-MEP partners to distribute the 
report to an enhanced media list.  

• This effort resulted in expanded coverage of the report, most notably of which was te 
production of local TV spot on FOX 13 which UAMMI executive director and UIRA 
(now Utah-MEP) Center Director Steve Black were interviewed for; the interview 
snippet can be viewed at https://impactutah.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/library/ERvCM-
hGwddDuRwQdKFALdQBmJyqbJ4qwd4KOeEGelP6Rg?e=y1k8Yg  

• Deseret News - https://www.deseret.com/utah/2021/4/20/22368105/utah-manufacturing-
holding-strong-despite-pandemic-impacts  

• KSL - https://www.ksl.com/article/50150396/utah-manufacturing-holding-strong-despite-
pandemic-impacts  

Reshoring Announcement - Media Email  

This announcement was sent to a strategic list of local/nation media and 
policy makers. Shortly after the delivery of this email Utah Governor 
Spencer Cox contacted UAMMI requesting a summary presentation to 
be sent that would be reported during a State policy meeting. The result 
of the report in that meeting was a recommendation from Governor Cox 
to develop a reshoring  plan for Utah. This is a major success for 
UAMMI and the marketing team. 

For the full report, see the following link: 
https://utahdefensemfg.org/wp-content/uploads/Reshoring-Benchmark-Study-UDMC-v1.pdf  

Quarterly Government Update  

UAMMI has created a quarterly email that will go out to policy makers to highlight important 
information UAMMI and Utah’s industry are leading in an effort to provide a simple, easy to 
read summary to policy makers that can be used to inform policy direction and response. 

Figure 11: Utah Reshoring Analysis 

https://impactutah.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/library/ERvCM-hGwddDuRwQdKFALdQBmJyqbJ4qwd4KOeEGelP6Rg?e=y1k8Yg
https://impactutah.sharepoint.com/:v:/s/library/ERvCM-hGwddDuRwQdKFALdQBmJyqbJ4qwd4KOeEGelP6Rg?e=y1k8Yg
https://www.deseret.com/utah/2021/4/20/22368105/utah-manufacturing-holding-strong-despite-pandemic-impacts
https://www.deseret.com/utah/2021/4/20/22368105/utah-manufacturing-holding-strong-despite-pandemic-impacts
https://www.ksl.com/article/50150396/utah-manufacturing-holding-strong-despite-pandemic-impacts
https://www.ksl.com/article/50150396/utah-manufacturing-holding-strong-despite-pandemic-impacts
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UAMMI highlighted many companies and projects happening in rural areas including projects in 
Gunnison, Price, Brigham City, and Salina, UT.  

Press Releases  

As UAMMI’s communication strategy continues to evolve press releases will continue to be 
used for official corporate press while news releases will be developed to enhance Utah’s 
advanced material and manufacturing brand with special emphasis on sharing the industry 
narrative from the point of view of industry members by highlighting cohort activities and 
collaborations.  

• Macro-Economic Study  
• Reshoring Benchmark Study   
• UAMMI Institute Announcement  

In addition to the above, emails were sent from the Executive Director providing regular industry 
updates, business opportunities and events. Circulation to all contacts was received by more than 
1,400 contacts with each email. Strategic member-based emails were sent to 150+ cluster 
members for each email as well. A full list of the corporate communication emails can be 
supplied upon request  

Website 

• Website visits were 1.4k for Q2 2021. (Some data was lost due to a transition between the 
tracking script for the in-house team and the existing code from the third-party)  

• UAMMI is preparing to do a site refresh on the umami.org website that will highlight 
Utah’s role in the international composite movement through the inventions that made the 
industry possible as well as the ongoing research and process innovations. Emphasis on 
member networking and resource discovery will be built in call-to-action metrics along 
with an enhanced news and resource navigation   

• Updated and maintained page web page providing essential information on COVID-19 
business support resources, Executive Director messages, press releases and articles  

• Added all events and trainings applicable to industry cluster  
• Added new posts to support whitepaper, press release, and workforce highlights   

Social Media Promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook)  

As UAMMI’s strategic communication strategy rolls out a strategic shift in social media 
execution will begin to take place over the remaining months of 2021. UAMMI has selected to 
focus social media efforts on the channel where the largest and most engaged audience exists – 
Linked – giving UAMMI the best opportunity to connect and grow the cohort. Other channels 
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including Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube will continue to be used to engage with our audience 
in ways that are aligned with the specific platforms. 

• LinkedIn  
o 15+ posts / mo.  
o Kicked of the UAMMI Cluster Member Private Group to bring the network closer 

together, provide a communication avenue to solve problems and push relevant 
opportunities, and increase visibility of UAMMI posts to key targets  

o Moved from a brand post to individual team member post strategy that will 
increase overall post reach to the most important connection  
 Post comments, member posts about UAMMI, and UAMMI social 

engagement are all up due to this strategic shift  
• Facebook  

o Taking advantage of alorythm preferences, UAMMI was able to create rich media 
posts that surpassed 200 views for the first time in tracking history.  

• Overall reach, engagement, and followers have increased across all owned channels   

Podcasts  

• On April 14, 2021 UAMMI and the Utah Manufacturers Association teamed up to hold a 
Podcast presenting the updated economic outlook for Utah's manufacturers.   

• Women, Minority, Veteran, & Disabled Certification Podcast – June 2, 2021  
o Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director UAMMI, certified her consulting business as 

a Woman Owned Small Business and will share her experiences and joined the 
podcast recording which resulted in the concept of UAMMI’s new MWBE 
certification mentoring program. The program will begin with 5 pilot companies 
and serves to help our cohort members increase eligibility for contracts and 
services where such companies have preferred selection. More information will 
be provided in subsequent reports  

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance  
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support 
to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team 
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster.  

Please note the following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable. 
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Table 1 
UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2021 Key Metrics  
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships  4 
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support 
industries  13 
Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area  1 
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster 
(grants, contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)  $4,001,000 
Growth in job creation of small businesses  23 
Growth in new products, services, or business lines  5 
Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or 
other technical assistance  42 
Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business 
opportunities in emerging markets  1 
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services 
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, 
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities  8 
Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants 
in the cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed  1 

Figure 12: UAMMI SBA RIC Q2 2021 Key Metrics 

While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the 
UAMMI team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If 
you would like additional information on the following activities, we are ready and willing to 
expand on the info included here.  

Individual Engagements  

During the second quarter our team fully resumed their direct onsite engagement with small 
business members of our manufacturing community. With Covid cases dropping and the 
continuing increase in vaccination numbers, more and more companies are open to in-person 
visits and engagement. These efforts are highly valuable for our DMC supply chain. As 
companies face challenges, we are a resource available to help them navigate through those 
events. 

During the latest quarter, our team visited over 30 small businesses within our community. Those 
visits include a combination of introductory, discovery, problem-solving, consulting, and 
training. The following represent a few examples of those meetings. 
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1. UAMMI was invited to meet (virtually) with Idaho National Lab (INL) personnel to 
explore the possibilities of closer working relationships and projects that might include 
small businesses in Utah. INL sees itself as the national lab for the Intermountain West 
and is quite eager to expand their projects and 
relationships to include more Utah companies. This desire 
is accelerated by the lack of growing space in the INL 
facilities in Idaho and the potential of moving into a 
building that is being transferred to Weber State University 
as a technology center. INL could put some projects in that 
building. Currently, UAMMI has a machine in the same 
building.  
 
One of the projects that was discussed involves conductive materials. INL has a 
technology for creating carbon-carbon composites but needs to have a conductive tool 
(mold) to make it work. One of the companies in Utah, Conductive Composites, makes 
nickel-coated carbon fiber and has the technology and knowhow to make molybdenum-
coated carbon fiber that will probably give the conductivity and the temperature 
capability needed for the tooling. The connection was made with the company and INL. 
 
We also discussed methods to reduce the infiltration times currently required in making 
carbon-carbon composites. UAMMI has a machine that could laydown carbon fiber 
quickly and deposit thermoplastics or thermosets on the surface. If ultra-high molecular 
weight polyethylene could be used, perhaps with a crosslinker, then the high density of 
the close-packed polyethylene could result in fewer voids in the matrix when converted 
to carbon and, therefore, fewer infiltration steps needed to give the properties required of 
carbon-carbon composites. This will be the subject of a proposal. 
 

2. Several UAMMI representatives met with the commissioners from Emery County, Utah 
and discussed ways to help businesses in the county. Attending from Emery County were 
Commissioners Lynn Sitterud, Gil Conver, and Kent Wilson. They were accompanied by 
Brock Johansen, CEO of Emery Telcom and Laren Huntsman, Managing Director Rocky 
Mountain Power, Hunter Plant. We discussed the progress of the coal-to-carbon-fiber 
project and reported the recent success of the University in securing funding for 
additional process development on the project. The commissioners said that they have a 
working coal treatment plant in Orangeville, Utah that is currently converting wood to 
charcoal and thought that it could help convert coal to pitch for use in the carbon fiber 
project. We agree and will visit Emery County to inspect the plant and set up some tests 
of the concept. We also discussed the plant addition that is being made to the Conductive 

Figure 13: Idaho National Laboratory logo 
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Composites plant in Emery County and all agreed that it is a welcome addition to the 
employment picture of the county. 
 
About a month after the initial visit, the UAMMI team visited the Orangeville site and 
inspected the processing equipment. It is very impressive and would work well for the 
coal-to-carbon fiber project. UAMMI will work with Combustion Resources, the small 
company that might be able to utilize the facility. On the trip to Orangeville, the UAMMI 
team also met with Combustion Resources in the old building and inspected the 
equipment that they have. It is old and has not been used for several months. The 
Orangeville equipment is superior. 
 

3. The CTO of UAMMI, Dr. Brent Strong, was asked to be the principal 
speaker on a seminar sponsored by one of the affiliated companies 
in the UAMMI cluster—Hexcel. The seminar was intended to 
introduce UAMMI to companies not familiar with its work and to 
encourage creativity in developing new composite properties. The 
format of the seminar was questions from Hexcel and 
responses from Dr. Strong. The questions asked were:  

• Tell us about how you were introduced to 
Composites and the changes you have seen in the industry throughout your career.  

• Can you describe UAMMI and what its mission is?  
• Who (industry, government, academia) defines what innovations are needed in 

composites?  
• Can innovation and creativity be taught/learned? If so, how and where can it be 

done?  
• Can an organization that is a consortium of industry, government, and academia 

have a special role in moving innovation forward?  
• Does the DOD have a research focus on advanced composites as they have had on 

metals?   
• Do you see any changes in the way IP is handled in consortiums?  
• How can small businesses get better engaged with academic institutions and 

industry?  Any lessons learned from UAMMI?  
• Where do you see the composites industry in 10 years? 

 
4. We received a call from a newly formed company, Amano Technologies, LLC asking for 

help with their product. It is a testing device to determine the chemical content in 
swimming pool water and to suggest adjustments to bring the critical chemicals into the 
correct ratios so that pumps and people are not adversely affected by excesses or 

Figure 14: Brent Strong, UAMMI CTO 
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deficiencies in any of the chemicals. They need immediate help with the packaging of the 
chemicals, and we were able to refer them to an existing cluster company, Apex 
Containers, to discuss how the packaging could be made and the test chemicals added. 
We also discussed the test device and will work to connect them to another cluster 
company when the design of the device is firmer.  
 

5. A meeting between Conductive Composites, a small business in rural Utah, David 
Carlebach of the World Trade Center of Utah, and Brent Strong of UAMMI discussed a 
new product possibility for Conductive Composites that will bring manufacturing of a 
strategically critical property back to the United States in conjunction with Aeser, a 
battery manufacturer in Joplin, MO. The following items represent key part of the plan 
forward:  

• Bring the entire supply chain to produce 
Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries 
back to the US. These batteries are of 
strategic importance to both the US Navy 
(Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane 
Division/NAVSEA) for Virginia and 
Columbia class subs and to the Air Force for 
IBCM silos. One of the critical parts of the 
battery involves nickel foam. Currently, the 
high-volume production capacity was 
moved offshore and now resides 100% 
in China. However, George Hansen of 
Conductive Composites has invented a method for making the nickel foam. 

• Aeser, in conjunction with the US Navy and US Air Force, is interested in 
creating capacity to produce up to 300,000 sq. feet/year of nickel foam by 2023.  
George believes that demand will be closer to 1 mm sq. feet/year.  

• Conductive Composites has existing CVD equipment that could produce 35,000 
sq. feet/year and has some other funding to add new machines with potential for 
even greater capacity. George estimates that he needs capital (ideally non-dilutive 
equity/grants) as follows:  

o $500,000 to create capacity for 150,000 sq. feet/year  
o $5 mm to create capacity for up to 1.5 mm sq. feet/year (by modifying 

new machines that are on order for a different purpose)  
• Possible sources of funding:  

o DPA III is set up to fund projects like this, but it will take 1.5 - 2 years to 
apply and get approval.  

Figure 15: Conductive Composites Facility Tour 
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o The current federal defense budget has a $120 mm line item to support 
Virginia and Columbia submarine maintenance, and this money could be 
used to fund expanded capacity for osites. A lobbyist in Washington, DC 
is in touch with NAVSEA ("Crane") which plans to contact the person 
overseeing the spend of the $120 mm. This is the preferred means to fund 
the expansion.  

o Tom Lockhart, Director of Engineering and Technical Management, Air 
Force Nuclear Weapons Center, Hill Air Force Base, is another 
stakeholder in expanding nickel foam production. There was no discussion 
of what funds he may have access to, but he is explicitly in favor of the 
goal and has offered to help.  

• Next steps:  
o George Hansen to validate pricing for nickel foam and the potential 

revenue and profit that the expanded capacity could create. This will be 
helpful in evaluation whether loans to finance expansion make financial 
sense.  

o David Carlebach to explore in future meetings with US International 
Development Finance Corporation if they'd be interested in funding this 
work as part of their DPA mandate.  

o Brent Strong and George both believe John Huntsman, Director of the 
Utah World Trade Center would understand the threat and strategic 
importance of reshoring nickel foam production. They believe he could 
influence decision makers on funding.  
 

6. As a result of the broadcast seminar that was held with Hexcel, UAMMI received an 
inquiry from John Gomez, owner of Thriller Metal Fabrication and Manufacturing. He 
liked the idea of an organization like UAMMI helping companies to make connections 
with other companies and get new business. He asked UAMMI to visit so that he could 
introduce himself and show the capabilities of his company. Brent Strong, UAMMI CTO 
visited and toured the facility. Then, somewhat surprisingly, Mr. Gomez said that he had 
recently purchased another machine shop that was located about a mile away and he 
asked if Dr. Strong would accompany him on a visit there. They toured Bonneville 
Machine along with Jeff Prows, the general manager. This shop specializes in very large 
structures. Their major client is the Rio Tinto mine, and the machines are huge. This 
capability fits exactly what Hill Air Force Base seeks for some of their large parts for 
legacy aircraft. Dr. Strong introduced the CONNEX supply chain tool and indicated that 
he would help make introductions to the purchasing people at Hill AFB and at Northrop 
Grumman, who also are seeking machine shops that can go very large parts.  
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7. Wümgo is a new small business in a rural area that is also woman 

owned. The product is a baby carrier that can be strapped to the 
parent’s back or chest or can be put in a baby car seat or a stroller. 
The advantage to the Wümgo over competitive cloth and other 
carriers is that the Wümgo has a design and material that protects 
the baby’s head and body should the parent fall or the baby hit 
against something. This unique design has been made into a 
prototype but now needs an improved model and needs a 
manufacturing method and partners. UAMMI was able to 
recommend three foam molders in the Utah cluster and two 
sewing and assembly companies that could help. UAMMI also recommended that the 
owner, Teri Tito, participate in the next RAMP entrepreneur program.  
 

8. A new company, LaproVision, called seeking help with the materials for their product, a 
device that fits onto the end of a laparoscopes to clean the surface of the laproscope. The 
device is like a miniature “windshield wiper” and it is based on the compliant mechanism 
concept and folded like origami structures. Several materials for the wiper blade (soft, 
rubber-like) and also for the flipper (hard with long-term flexibility) to which the wiper 
blade is attached were suggested. We also discussed several companies that could supply 
the molded parts and could also do the assembly, how to bond the wiper blade to the 
flipper, and adhesive bonding versus overmolding. 
 

9. UAMMI is assisting a small company, ElectraFly, that is developing an Urban Air 
Mobility (UAV) vehicle. When flown with a pilot, the UAV will be like a flying 
motorcycle. It can also be operated remotely. UAMMI assisted with materials selection, 
part design suggestions, sourcing some parts, and UAMMI is actually making some of 
the parts using the CBAM additive manufacturing machine that was obtained in a 

previous government contract. Several UAMMI 
people, two people from the company that made 
the CBAM machine (flew in from Chicago), and 
several ElectraFly personnel gathered to witness a 
test flight (remote operation) of a model in which 
the UAMMI-made parts were installed. During the 
test, the vehicle lifted appropriately but then 
became unstable and crashed. Two of the 
propellers were broken in the crash but the 
UAMMI-made parts survived without problems. 

Figure 16: Founder CEO of Wümgo 

Figure 17: ElectraFlyer is a single person 
hybrid electric Vertical Take-Off and 
Landing 
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We also witnessed a separate test of the turbo-engine that is used when the vehicle is 
piloted. This gives additional lifting capability and will rotate to give additional thrust 
beyond the capabilities of the electric-driven propellers. UAMMI wrote an introductory 
email to another UAMMI cluster company that makes heating blankets that can be used 
to cure the resin in composite parts used for repairs. 
 

10. The UAMMI team met with Paul Charles, CEO of American Battery Factory (ABF), and 
Tyler Hortin, CFO of Lion Energy (the anticipated largest customer for ABF). Mr. 
Charles outlined the business plan for ABF and explained that the company will be 
constructing a factory in Utah to manufacture battery cells using lithium iron phosphate 
(LFP) technology. This technology produces energy-type batteries that are intended for 
stationary batteries rather than the power-type batteries used in automobiles. The 
company sees a lower volume of sales for energy batteries but a much higher profit 
margin. They are seeking help from UAMMI in identifying the supply chain partners for 
supply of raw materials, manufacturing equipment, and workforce. They were also 
interested in help for technical issues in the next generation batteries that will be 
developed in the R&D laboratory that they will establish. In addition, UAMMI helped 
secure the partnership between American Battery Factory and the Economic 
Development Corporation of Utah (EDCUtah). This partnership will allow for EDCUtah 
to assist American Battery Factory with the following areas: Land - Locating the best site 
for their first clean and green battery factory and R&D Center, with a minimum of 100 to 
200 acres. Incentives - Identifying incentives of all types at the city, state and potentially 
federal levels such as: financials incentives – grants, loans, etc., subsidies, investment 
incentives, fiscal incentives, tax rebates/abatements/benefits, loan guarantees, land, etc. 
They plan to hire about 250+ employees. Lion Energy is already a $100 million/year 
company that sells into the energy battery market and will take approximately 40% of the 
ABF output. Both Lion and ABF agreed to become cluster members. 
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11. The UAMMI team met with Spencer Loveless of 
Dustless Technologies and discussed the changes in 
his business with COVID-19. His supplies from 
China have been curtailed and he is moving to 
source all materials from US suppliers. As part of 
that effort, he has found that some parts are so 
difficult to source in the US that he has decided to 
make the parts himself using additive 
manufacturing. With some UAMMI assistance in 
market definition and technical concepts, Mr. 
Loveless has set up a new company, Merit 3, to 
make parts for other companies using additive 
manufacturing. Merit 3 has acquired 15 additive 
manufacturing machines and has begun production 
for several companies. The facility is on the same 
site but in a separate building. The companies are 
located in a small, central Utah community that is 
not only rural but is economically depressed because of 
falling coal consumption. 
 

12. UAMMI met with ACT Aerospace in rural Gunnison, Utah. Their company supplies 
aerospace parts to major companies like Boeing, Bell Helicopter, Lockheed Martin, and 
recently, because of connections made by UAMMI, to Northrop Grumman. The business 
is booming and prospects for new business are good. 
 

13. UAMMI met with Freedom Innovations, a former division of ACT Aerospace that has 
recently been sold to Proteor. This company makes artificial feet (prosthetics) out of 
carbon fiber composites. UAMMI has long worked with Freedom Innovations and was 
delighted to meet the new management team. We discussed supply chain problems and 
reviewed their plans for introducing new products. Strategy for new development is often 
one of the services offered by UAMMI and our assistance to Proteor seemed to be well 
appreciated. Chanel Flores, UAMMI Associate Director, discussed Redtif regarding 
incentives for relocating parts of the company that are currently in Tempe, Arizona and 
Irvine, California. We suggested contacting Impact Utah, a UAMMI partner in Utah 
MEP to help Proteor with training to gain efficiency in manufacturing. 
 

Figure 18: Meeting with Merit 3 
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14. We met with the management of Christensen Arms and toured their production facility. 
This company makes carbon-fiber wound rifles and has seen their sales more than double 
over each of the last 4 years. Clearly, the superior accuracy of hunting rifles in which the 
barrel is wrapped with carbon fiber proved to be a popular segment of the gun market. 
Christensen Arms is delighted with the increased sales but is stretched beyond their 
capability in machining the barrels and other machining operations. They are reluctant to 
hire too many additional people 
as they do not know how long 
this surge in demand will last. 
Therefore, they asked UAMMI to 
recommend machine shops that 
would be willing to take on some 
subcontracts for making the 
barrels. UAMMI was able to 
suggest several machine shops 
that are part of the UAMMI 
cluster such as Thriller 
Manufacturing and Alloyed 
Solutions. Chanel Flores will 
work with Christensen Arms to 
start an apprenticeship program.  
 

15. UAMMI previously reported on CSS Composites, a company that will be making 
composite bike tire rims using a new technology that UAMMI has assisted with some 
technical advice. CSS Composites is currently renting some space in the ACT Aerospace 
facility but is constructing a new building in Richfield, Utah, a small rural town about 45 
minutes from Gunnison where ACT Aerospace is located. The departure to a new city is 
being done to assist in finding qualified workers as the workforce in Gunnison is limited 
due to the success of ACT Aerospace and Christensen Arms.  
 

Figure 19: Inside Alloyed Solutions Warehouse 
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16. Future Composites is a new company, 
just now being formed that will use a 
new and exciting technology to make 
semi-finished materials that will be 
sold to aerospace companies and 
sporting goods companies. Future 
Composites is constructing a new 
building, which we saw, and has 
recent investing from an Australian 
partner. UAMMI’s role was to give 
technical advice on the process and 
the choices of materials. The company 
has 28 employees and expects to grow 
by four times that number in one year. 
Future Composites was connected 
with MIRO Industries, a UAMMI 
cluster member in another rural 
location, Heber City, than 
manufactures rooftop support systems.  
 

17. We met with Design Imaging senior leaders; Matt Wilson, CEO, Jeff Booth, CFO, and 
Jordan Oldroyd, Chief R&D. The major product line of Design Imaging is a bath system 
branded as Sentrel. This patented product looks like marble but is a laminated structure of 
foam, adhesive, and printed film to give the designed appearance. It is much lighter than 
marble and easier to install. We discussed possibly using waste carbon fiber to strengthen 
and stiffen the shower base and possibly to create some new products. They are quite 
excited about the possibility and UAMMI made an introduction between Jordan Oldroyd 
and Jerome Berg, the contact at Northrop Grumman. The company is also interested in 
the insurance package and in CONNEX. 
 

18. We had a second and a third meeting with Thriller Machine Company, a recent addition 
to the UAMMI cluster that has had problems finding the right people at Northrop 
Grumman to discuss Thriller’s capabilities and potential jobs. Thriller is a machine shop 
and has a sister company, Bonneville Machine, also owed by John Gomez. These 
companies have unique machining capabilities, including very large machines. John says 
that he has been met with disinterest and put-off receptions when he has contacted 
Northrop Grumman, even when using CONNEX. John says this reception is typical of 
purchasing at large aerospace companies. He wants to use CONNEX but cannot get past 

Figure 20: Brent (UAMMI) getting tour at MIRO Composites 
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the initial rejection at Northrop Grumman. Because of the close cooperation between 
Alan Davis of i5 and Northrop Purchasing, we suggested that John Gomez call Alan and 
ask for assistance in getting to someone at Northrop Grumman who would have a 
meaningful discussion with John.  
 

19. We met with leadership of MIRO Industries. 
MIRO makes rooftop support structures that 
are used to hold pipes and other rooftop 
materials. They have problems with the 
current plastic materials failing due to 
weathering. We discussed the nature of 
weathering degradation of plastics and 
suggested some plastics that would be 
alternates to the one they are using. We also 
suggested some additives that might help. 
Furthermore, we discussed how waste 
carbon fiber might be a useful product to 
combine with their current materials and 
give some stiffness and UV protection. They 
seemed very appreciate of our help. They are 
also interested in insurance and CONNEX. 
 
MIRO staff sent several emails asking for additional technical advice about specific 
MIRO products. These were answered with suggestions for new plastic materials and/or 
new manufacturing methods. About a month later another email was received from Russ 
Knight, purchasing agent for MIRO, requesting a meeting. The UAMMI CTO, Brent 
Strong, visited with Russ and discussed another urgent problem—incompatibility of a 
part with the normal PVC sheet laid down on most roofs that the MIRO products will sit 
on. Dr. Strong suggested several alternate materials to the current SBR rubber that would 
not have the incompatibility problem. Then, another issue was revealed—the current 
molder of MIRO products is proving to be difficult for Russ to work with because the 
molder is reluctant to change to new materials to solve the problems of degradation and 
incompatibility. Russ then requested suggestions on alternate molders and Dr. Strong 
suggested Orbit Irrigation, one of the UAMMI cluster. Russ will call Orbit and inquire 
about molding costs.  
 

Figure 21: MIRO Logo 
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20. We met with Rooftop Anchor 
leadership who took us on a 
tour of their facility and 
introduced us to their lead 
engineers. They explained 
that the company builds safety 
features for workers who are 
on the roof of buildings or 
who use the roof as an anchor 
for work on the sides of the 
building (like window 
washers). Most of these parts are heavy steel. The company developed a metallizing 
system that they are introducing as a new product line instead of the galvanizing system 
that is currently used. They must send the parts out to be galvanized and the coating is 
less reliable and protective than the new metallizing coating that Rooftop can apply 
themselves. They will be the only shop in Utah doing the metallizing and will likely 
launch it as a service and, therefore, will look to CONNEX and UAMMI to assist in 
telling other steel users about the service. The company is also interested in insurance. 
Rooftop is a sister company to MIRO with a common ownership (for the most part) and 
some shared plant facilities as they company properties adjoin.  
 
About three weeks after the initial visit with Rooftop Anchor, a request for another visit 
was received by UAMMI CTO, Brent Strong. Dr. Strong visited with Braxton Schindler 
and other engineers and supervisors for Rooftop. In this meeting five products, each with 
a major problem, were discussed. Solutions were suggested by Dr. Strong. In some cases, 
the solution involved changing the plastic resin to one with better weathering capability. 
In another it was adding fiberglass reinforcement to stiffen the product. In two of the 
products the solution involved modifying the mold and bringing the molding of the part 
back to the US from China. In the fifth product a heavy steel dome was suggested to be 
made from cast aluminum and a cluster member who does aluminum casting was 
suggested as a possible vendor. If any of these changes result in favorable economics for 
Rooftop Anchors, the engineering manager promised to forward the amount of the 
savings to Dr. Strong so that those metrics could be reported to the SBA.  
 

21. Crockett Gear is a Woman Owned Small Business in a rural area that is using local 
working preferences to compete against foreign manufacturing. One of the most difficult 
sectors for a USA company is sewing, and yet Cockett Gear has successfully met the 
foreign challenge by giving the local population in the small Utah town of Tremonton 

Figure 22: Rooftop Anchor -A few rooftop fall protection ideas 
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what they need most—flexible working hours. Elsie Crockett, the owner, allows her 
employees to work whenever they want and, in return, pays a salary that is highly 
competitive with foreign companies when other costs are also considered. The workforce 
is mothers who work after dropping off the children at school, students who work after 
classes, and others who might be unemployed or work with Elsie as a second income.   
 
Elsie signed the UAMMI Cluster Member Agreement, and has been entered into Hubspot 
as a Small Business Cluster Member. We discussed the CONNEX tool with Elsie at the 
meeting, she was familiar with it, but hadn’t used it since she first signed up. Elsie was 
also interested in the UAMMI Cluster Member Insurance Benefit with Moreton 
Insurance and has been referred to Craig Staheli of Moreton. 
 
UAMMI sent her information about Wümgo, a company in need of sewing and will make 
an email introduction. UAMMI also discussed the catalyst grant and asked if she needed 
any other assistance.  
 

22. Central Valley Machine is a high quality and long-standing machine shop and a major 
supplier to the large aerospace companies and others in Utah. Central Valley Machine is 
highly automated and is currently operating at 50% over their normal number of projects, 
a reflection of the booming Utah economy. This increased business is causing a major 
problem with obtaining reliable workforce and so much of our visit was helping Central 
Valley Machine understand some of the workforce programs available to them and to 
discuss ways in which the local tech college, Bridgerland, might be influenced to give 
them greater support.   
 

23. Silicone Plastics is a well-established injection molding company originally making 
silicone parts for the medical and recreation markets. However, that business has 
diminished and Silicone Plastics no longer does silicone molding. In its place, they 
purchased several injection molding machines and have become highly respected 
suppliers of traditional molded parts. Their machines are some of the largest in the state. 
The company also has mold-making capability and will make molds for companies if 
they are also given the opportunity to do the molding. This strategy seems to be working 
well. Many companies in Utah are realizing the advantages of local molding and are 
bringing their molds back from Asia and asking Silicone Plastics to mold them. This has 
resulted in excellent business but has also created a problem with work force. UAMMI 
spent considerable time helping Silicone Plastics understand the programs that might help 
them with these workforce problems.  
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24. We met with Carbon Up. The owner developed a molding system that uses chopped 
carbon fiber in various thermoplastics, mostly polycarbonate but others as well, and is 
able to maintain the carbon fiber length, thus giving the parts much higher mechanical 
properties than can normally be obtained. This capability is highly important and 
UAMMI will work with Carbon Up to mold some ultra-high modulus carbon fiber for a 
DOD contract. Should this be successful, we anticipate a strong push to license the fiber 
molding technology. Karl was interested in the UAMMI Cluster Member insurance 
program we got him in contact with Craig Stahlei with Moreton insurance.  
 

25. Daryl Thompson is the owner of 
HyPerComp and has been working with 
UAMMI for several years to develop new 
concepts in carbon-fiber wrapped 
pressure tanks. Daryl has several 
government contracts for hydrogen tanks, 
some of which use a metal liner, but 
others use plastic liners and are less 
expensive. Daryl is now developing a 
technology, with the help of UAMMI, for 
tanks with no liner at all. These tanks will 
utilize graphene as a component, thus 
benefiting from the barrier properties that graphene affords. UAMMI is also helping with 
a new method of forming the plastic liners. That method utilizes blow molding instead of 
the more traditional rotomolding. Daryl purchased a blow molding machine and is 
retrieving the mold from China. UAMMI helped make the mold and will be assisting in 
starting up the new blow molding machine. We will also work with HEI to use his 
extensive database for assistance in our program on certifying carbon fiber materials.  
 
Daryl signed and emailed back the Cluster Member agreement form. We discussed use of 
CONNEX, and he sent an email stating they will get more involved in CONNEX. 
UAMMI also sent an email to Daryl introducing him to Craig Staheli with Moreton 
Insurance. UAMMI has been emailing back and forth with Daryl to get his login so he 
can submit for the grant. We are actively working to get him logged in before the 
deadline and believe we will have success. 
 

26. Michael Olson is the owner of Optimum Composite Technologies, a company making 
filament wound pressure tanks. They make the liners by rotomolding and have found a 
niche market in rotomolding. They make vases for burial plots and sell them via Amazon. 

Figure 23: HyPerComp demonstration 
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The success of this business has led them into the market for planter boxes and a few 
other rotomolded products. This is in addition to the tank business. As part of the tour of 
the facilities, UAMMI noted a very large filament winding machine and asked Michael if 
he would wind for outside customers. He said yes and so UAMMI connected him with 
Isotruss, a company making cell phone towers that needs a very large machine to do 
some winding and certifications for their subsidiary company in Asia. 
 
Mike requested information on the medical insurance program and was sent an 
introduction email to Craig Staheli with Moreton Insurance. Mike also submitted for the 
Impacted Small Business Catalyst Grant. He stated that the loss they submitted was 
around $93,000. We will follow up if he receives a grant award. He was very happy we 
stopped in and feels lucky we were able to inform him about the grant because he was 
previously unaware.  
 

27. Alpine Industries — Erik Durrant is the 
owner of Alpine Industries. It is a 
machine shop that also does some mold 
making. They have 4 employees, 5 if 
you include his wife. They were happy 
to sign the UAMMI Cluster Member 
agreement and join our RIC. Erik was 
interested in the CONNEX tool and has 
been set up. Erik also was interested in 
the UAMMI Cluster Member Insurance 
program and has been sent an email 
introducing him to Craig with Moreton 
Insurance. We discussed the 748th 
legacy parts coming from Hill AFB and 
Erik is interested in learning more. He has worked with Hill AFB in the past. A major 
product, easily noted as we toured the plant, is a landing gear part. Erik mentioned 
difficulties in working with Northrop Grumman as time consuming and mentioned once 
they had a job for Northrop that earned them 5K, but the time and effort that went into it 
was more trouble than profit made. They said Northrop sent an entourage of 6 people for 
this small job and Erik did not understand why that was necessary. We discussed that 
Northrop is now using the CONNEX exchange center and Erik said they would check it 
out. We hope that we can assist Alpine in both deepening their relationship at HAFB and 
also working with Northrup in a more successful fashion.   
 

Figure 24: Erik from Alpine showing detailed part 
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28. Electric Power Systems — This 
company is a battery manufacturer.  
They have 67 employees.  They are 
happy to join as a UAMMI Cluster 
Member. This company has plans to 
grow with in the next 2 years including building another facility on their 16-acre property 
in North Logan to manufacture and test battery cells. Cory Newman showed us the 
battery packs that are the main product of the company. These packs are used in many 
small aircraft and other applications. When the new plant is built, EP Systems will make 
their own battery cells for assembly into packs. Cory is establishing a separate company 
to make composite-wrapped rifles and asked us to assist in specifying the equipment. We 
will return to assist in this project.   
 

29. X-Treme — Steve Sampson is the owner, along with a partner, in a machine shop in 
Millville that makes molds. We added X-Treme to the cluster. Steve is interested in 
growing or more accurately starting a new business; also a machine shop where his 
children will work and eventually take over. Xtreme currently consists of himself and one 
business partner. He hires his family members to come in and do work when 
necessary. He was interested in the RAMP program, and we sent an introduction to the 
RAMP team. We also worked with Steve to add them to CONNEX and introduce them to 
the Morton Insurance program. A UAMMI cluster member, Richard Despain, has a new 
product that UAMMI helped design and prototype. Richard now wants to make a mold 
and our CTO gave some drawings and a prototype of the new product to Steve. Steve 
provided a competitive quote for molds that would be needed to make Despain’s product. 
We discussed the UAMMI reshoring effort and talked about using the Steve’s new 
company as a place where low-cost molds could be made to compete with Asian 
moldmakers. We will also help Steve connect with local sba offices as their new business 
will be woman, minority, and veteran owned and they would like to receive assistance 
getting these certifications from the SBA.  
 

30. We met with Icon Fitness leadership. ICON is a large company with over 1000 
employees that makes exercise equipment under several brand names including ProForm 
and Nordic Track. ICON has a large plastics molding operation and has plants in several 
US locations and in Asia. The main facilities are in Smithfield and Logan, Utah. The 
plastic injection molds are made in Asia. If mold makers in the US could be found with 
reasonably competitive prices, ICON would be happy to have the molds made 
domestically. Jon Kenney does assembly and testing of the entire machine and would like 
to begin a testing system that he calls the Alpha Program. This is a system where 

Figure 25: Electric Power Systems Logo 
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development products are tested before production molds are made. In other words, the 
prototypes are tested. Hopefully these tests would reveal dimensional correctness, 
durability, and operational compatibility. UAMMI (Brent) will set up a meeting with Jon 
Kenney and some of the UAMMI cluster members who know how to make low-cost 
molds that might prove acceptable for making prototype parts. ICON has been added to 
CONNEX and is an associate member of the cluster. A month after the initial visit with 
ICON Brent met with ACT and they are willing to work with ICON to develop the molds 
for alpha test products. 
 

31. Veracity Forecasting — This former small company was acquired by a large firm, SPA, 
and is now an associate member of the cluster and has been added to Connex. Veracity 
Forecasting has a major contract with Northrop Grumman to simulate long-term storage 
of missiles and to predict the changes that will occur in the propellant. We met with Ryan 
Monson, Director of Modeling and Simulation, 435-633-4728. The email will change 
with the merger with SPA. Veracity has also done work with pressure vessels, 
particularly for HyPerComp, and can give estimates of product failure. The extensive 
database for various product types will be helpful in developing a system for product 
certification. Veracity would be happy to work with UAMMI on certification, especially 
for AAM products.  
 

32. AeroCreeper formerly known as T&L 
Design is owned by Travis Hendrickson. 
The company’s main product is a creeper 
that is used when servicing airplanes or 
other products where the person doing the 
servicing has to have access to the 
underside of the airplane or other product. 
Originally making about 12 per week, 
companies like Cessna have begun to 
order in quantities of 100 because of the 
ease of use of the AeroCreeper. Travis 
asked UAMMI to investigate ways to 
make the paint more durable. They also 
make cleats that screw onto the bottom of 
fishing boots to give traction on the often-
slippery surfaces of the rocks in streams and 
lakes. These cleats are small steel blanks, about the size of a dime, that are cut into 3-
pointed star shapes and have the edges turned up to create small pockets on the ends of 

Figure 26: AeroCreeper Owners 
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the points. The workers place a paste of brass, flux, and small carbide pieces into the 
pocklets. The filled blanks are then heated to sinter the carbide pieces into the brass. 
Travis indicates that putting the paste into the pockets on the blanks is a difficult task to 
accomplish reliably and the reject rate is too high. He has asked UAMMI to investigate 
having a machine made to do the paste addition automatically. Travis is interested in the 
insurance package and CONNEX.  
 

33. Box Elder Innovations is interested in the insurance package and wants to be on 
CONNEX. The company makes Non-Destructive Test (NDI) equipment, mostly 
employing ultrasonics and eddy current techniques. The sophistication of the test 
equipment made by Box Elder Innovation is considerably higher than can be obtained 
with off-the-shelf equipment. Therefore, the government and large companies like 
Northrop Grumman and Boeing are the main purchasers of the products.  
 

34. Utah State University—College of Engineering. At the request of a major aerospace 
manufacturing company, UAMMI has worked for two years to establish a Composites 
Masters’ Program. After surveying the universities in Utah, UAMMI determined that a 
joint program between Utah State University (USU) and Weber State University (WSU) 
would be the best solution. Both universities agreed and the funds to initiate and to 
continue the program have been allocated by the legislature of the State of Utah (with 
UAMMI support). The program will begin Fall of 2022. UAMMI was asked to meet with 
the relevant faculty at USU to understand the research interests and capabilities of the 
faculty and how the faculty members at the two universities could better work together. 
This discussion of research also led to a discussion of possible companies in the UAMMI 
cluster that might be partners in STTR contracts. In the meeting with USU faculty and 
dean we also discussed strengthening the intern program for the students and discussed 
possible companies that would be willing to accept interns.  
 

35. We met with the USU Outdoor Products Lab. The university has a program in 
Engineering Teacher Education. These applied courses are being eliminated in many 
schools and so the university program to train teachers has had to change their focus. At 
USU the focus became a major focused on outdoor equipment, from outdoor clothing to 
outdoor devices. This change gave the program new life and resulted in a growth in 
student enrollment because of the interest and job possibilities for the students. Several 
students invented new products or new designs and obtained jobs in companies where 
these ideas have been converted into commercial products with good success. UAMMI 
has a strong interest in these projects because the students might want to begin new 
companies and UAMMI would like to support these startups. Also, the students would be 
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wonderful as interns in the many sports and recreation products companies that are part 
of the UAMMI cluster. 
 

36. A major focus of UAMMI is drones and unmanned air mobility vehicles. These are the 
subject of several STTRs and research in Utah. The program at USU called AggieAir is 
an important component of the emphasis of UAMMI. During this program, students learn 
to make and fly drones We met with the AggieAir director and some of the staff and 
reviewed the history of their work. There is a possibility for growth and the use of 
advanced materials as part of their program. As such, we expect greater engagement with 
this group going forward.  

Summary 
The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity 
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during 
the second quarter of 2021. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution 
activities, the excellent event preparation, growth, use of our strategic tools, and the individual 
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides 
as we support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership. 
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